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169.1.  One important thing must be quite clear from the very beginning,
when talking about the pronunciation of English in the Celtic areas of the British
Isles. English is a Germanic language, while the substratum languages in Wales
(pop. about 3,000,000), Scotland (pop. more than 5,000,000) and Ireland, made
up by Ulster (or Northern Ireland, pop. less than 2,000,000) and Eire (/'™˘<È/, or
Southern Ireland, pop. more than 4,000,000) –arguably– are Celtic. (<e popula-
tion of England is about 50,000,000.)

<us, these peoples cannot be considered to be actual monolingual speakers,
because they constantly have around them both English and Welsh or (Scottish or
Irish) Gaelic, /'g™¤l¤k, 'gx-, 'gA:-/. <is is true even when they do not actively use
any Celtic language. In fact, the sounds of these languages are always there, be-
cause other people, in everyday life, or on the radio and tv, do use them.

Often some Celtic words are used for expressive or jocular purposes, even by
those who speak only English. Besides, as always happens with di‡erent –and for-
eign – languages, the results of spelling pronunciation are more or less present in
the speech of people who are not exactly monolingual.

169.2.  „ile actual loanwords are adapted to the English phonic system, in
the Celtic areas it is English that is pronounced according to the phonic system of
the substratum language, even when the speakers are quite fluent in English, or
do not actually speak any Celtic languages. <eir social and cultural environment
is decisive, indeed, although far from being absolutely uniform, too.

On the contrary, with di‡erent languages spoken on the same territory, the pos-
sibility of less systematic and more varied interference is more real than ever. <is
is why the Celtic accents that we will see (in Ã 170-177) are generally less stable
than actual monolingual accents, depending on geo-socio-phonic factors.

Of course, these same factors are not quite uninfluential on monolingual speak-
ers in England, as well. It is a very well-known fact that the use of language varies
according to di‡erent sociolinguistic parameters, while the language itself remains
just the same. <e Celtic peoples have actually been English-speaking –not ‘mono-
lingual', indeed– only for two (or, at most, three) centuries.

169.3.  <e map in ˙ 169 shows the phonic areas and subareas we have iden-
tified for the Celtic accents. Wales and the Cardi‡ region, with a considerably less
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˙ 169.  <e Celtic areas of English accents.
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Welsh accent than anywhere else in Wales. In a following map of Wales (˙ 170.1),
we will indicate nine sectors, useful for signaling given sound occurrences.

For Scotland we have three main areas: an eastern one (where Scots is spoken
more or less actively), which includes the Lowlands (or southern, or southeastern,
Scotland), and the Orkneys “ Shetlands. <e other two areas are the Highlands (or
northern, or northwestern, Scotland, including the Inner Hebrides), and the Outer
Hebrides. <e most representative Scottish accent is the southern one, including
Edinburgh and Glasgow, while the most di‡erent are those of the Islands. <e in-
termediate area is a linguistically mixed zone, with less defined features (so that
the best Scottish pronunciation is said to be found in Inverness).

169.4. Ireland is linguistically divided into Ulster (or, roughly, Northern Ire-
land) and Eire (or Ireland, or Southern Ireland). In turn, in Ulster we have two ac-
cent areas: Ulster English proper, with Belfast, and Ulster-Scots English, a north-
eastern complex area, as can be seen in the map of ˙ 169.

For Eire, we have an Eastern (Southern-)Irish area, with Dublin, and a Western
(Southern-)Irish area, with the rest of the Republic of Ireland. Besides, there is a mixed
zone between their northern parts and Ulster, with oscillating and less defined features.

169.5. In certain local studies on particular areas or cities, where English is spo-
ken, often (too often, indeed), we read that certain features are peculiar to that
area or city, while they are given as absent from other areas or cities (for instance,
between Glasgow and Edinburgh). As a matter of fact, by analyzing various di‡er-
ent areas or cities, we have seen that the Celtic accents are quite similar, within the
boundaries we have drawn. <eir actual peculiarities are in the frequency of their
features, not in their being present or absent. Of course, all this is determined by
the geo-socio-phonic factors typical of each individual speaker. „en possible,
however, we will indicate more localizable features.

In addition, we are sick of reading about ‘sociolinguistic classes' of people who
are expected to speak in a given way because they belong to one of those sociolin-
guistic classes: uc (upper class), mc (middle class), wc (working class). Besides, each
one can be specified by one of three degrees: u (upper), m (middle), l (lower), as, for
instance: mmc (middle middle class).

169.6. Instead, di‡erent people, almost independently from any supposed soci-
olinguistic class, usually realize the phonemes of English in a given way. <ey are used
to pronouncing certain words in a given way, according to their own linguistic story.

It is true that age, education, housing, income, locality, mobility, occupation,
sex and status mostly determine one's own conscious or unconscious attitude to-
wards the pronunciation of one's language.

But phonic things do not necessarily obey any absolute, mathematical, or uni-
versal laws. In fact, inevitably, people do oscillate. Only specific awareness and knowl-
edge can bring to a coherent and consistent use of language.

<us, especially non-monolingual people hardly ever can be expected to exhibit
any kind of normalized pronunciation. Even good actors seldom succeed in speak-
ing with a flawless and convincing (normalized) accent.



170.1. <e map of ˙ 170.1 shows the linguistic area of the Welsh accent of
English. In addition to the smaller area around Cardi‡ (and Newport – whose ac-
cent will be dealt with in Ã 171), we have indicated, by means of dotted lines, a
few subareas, for which we will report some local peculiarities.

<us, the typical Welsh accent is shown in ˙ 170.2, while ˙ 170.3-4 will add
the lighter or broader (and the broadest) variants we have found.

170.2. Let us start by confuting the popular idea (unfortunately shared by too
many authors on the subject) that Welsh English typically has ‘long monoph-
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thongs', even for English /ii, ™¤, ø¨, uu/. <e truth, on the contrary, is that this ac-
cent has many actual phonetic diphthongs (although narrow or monotimbric), as
can easily be seen in our vocograms (and, of course, heard from native speakers).

In fact, we have: ('thi;i) /'tii/ tea, ('flÙ;e) /'d™¤/ day, ('ŸP;o) /'gø¨/ go, ('thu;u) /'tuu/
two. In the Marches (sector 5), we have the diphthongal variants (±eI, ±±™i) /™¤/,
(±oU, ±±Ö¯, ˝È¯) /ø¨/ – and practically no trace of (Ùe, ≠≠e™, ≠≠≠™™) /™¤/, (Po, ≠≠oø,
≠≠≠øø) /ø¨/. In the Gower (sector 7), we also have (±±™i) /™¤/, (±±Ö¯) /ø¨/, but in
opposition with typical Welsh (Ùe, Po) /™¤, ø¨/ (sector 6, ¬ § 170.4).

Also the phonemic long monophthongs are monotimbric or narrow diph-
thongs: ('kha;a) /'kA:≤/ car, ('f‘;‘) /'fÈ:≤/ fur, ('wØ;O) /'wø:/ war, ('sØ;O) /'sø:/ saw, ('mø;o)
/'mr:≤/ more (and ('khE;™) /'k™È:≤/ care]˘

170.3. Besides, we have: ('Êi;∆) /'b¤È≤/ beer, ('th¯;∆) /'t¨È≤/ tour, with close first
elements, too often described even as ‘bisyllabic (i:jÈ, u:wÈ)', which is not so. More
rarely, and only for certain words with -ear, we can even find (≠j‘o, ≠≠joo) /¤È≤/:
(≠'nj‘;o, ≠≠'njo;o) /'n¤È≤/ near (but can occur in many sectors: 3-8).

<e false impression of ‘(i:jÈ, u:wÈ)', is paralleled by the fact that the triph-
thongs do not undergo smoothing, but keep their central elements as high as in
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˙ 170.2.  Welsh English: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation. Typical accent.
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the corresponding diphthongs: ('fåI∆) /'fa™È≤/ fire, ('phåU∆) /'paøÈ≤/ power. However,
we also find such cases as: ('fåIR¤n) /'fa™˘<¤˙/ firing, ('flåURi) /'daø˘<i/ dowry, ('nii7i,
±'ni∆7i) /'n¤È≤li/ nearly, ('Rii7i) /'<¤Èli, '<iiúÈûli, -§li/ really˘

170.4. But let us see how some phonemic oppositions work in this accent. We
have just seen that ('mØOn¤n) /'mø:≤n¤˙/ morning is di‡erent from ('møon¤n) /'mr:≤-
n¤˙/ mourning, \ /ø:≤, ø:</ – /r:≤, r:</, although, in milder accents, they can merge
into (±øø, ≠Oø) (¬ ˙ 170.3).

Actually, (øo) /r:≤/ di‡ers from (Po) /ø¨/, and the di‡erence is not so slight (as
it is worth checking in our vocograms), although we happen to read –even in ar-
ticles by native Welsh-English speakers– that they are ‘alike'! Even in their most
similar forms (though sociophonically quite faraway, indeed, and likely not to oc-
cur in the speech of one and the same speaker), they are not exactly the same:
(±øµø¯) /r:≤/ and (≠≠≠øıø¬) /ø¨/, which, for native speakers (“ hearers!), may be
more than enough.

<us, in sectors 6-7, we can have: ('sP;o) “ (±-o;U, ±±-Ö;¯, ̋ -È;̄ ) /'sø¨/ so, ('sP;o) “ (±-o;U,
±±-Ö;¯, ˝-È;̄ ) “ (±-O;u) in addition /'sø¨/ sow (v.), ('sø;o) “ (±±-ø;ø, ˝-Oø) /'sr:≤/ sore/soar.

170.5. <ere is no clear opposition between /x, X, [:/: ('anth) /'xnt/ ant, ('anth)
/'Xnt/ aunt, ('phast∆) /'p[:stÈ/ pasta. „en the spelling of /x/-words has al˚ au˚ a‡˚
aph˚ ath˚ ass (even if followed by unstressed syllables, but not by other non-inflec-
tional consonants), we can find oscillation: ('aúaûnth) /'Xnt/ aunt, ('Êaúaû†) /'bX†/
bath, ('phaúaûs) /'pXs/ pass.

Instead, with an(C)˚ am(C)˚ afC˚ asC˚ the vowel tends to be short: ('flans)
/'dXns/ dance, (¤Ÿ'zamph∆7) /¤g'zXmp°/ example, ('aft∆) /'XftÈ≤/ after, ('phast) /'pXst/
past/passed. In the Marches, we generally have (Å) /x, [:/ (and for many /X/, too):
('Ån†<Åks) /'xn†<xks/ anthrax.

Generally, we have (aa) /A:/: ('faa∑∆) /'fA:∑È≤/ father, ('spa;a) /'spA:/ spa, ('pha;am)
/'pA:m/ palm. Besides, we have (Ø) /Ø, ], r:/: ('nØth) /'nØt/ not, ('sØ;˙) /'s]˙/ song,
('Ø7th∆) /'r:§tÈ≤/ alter̆ Due to spelling pronunciation, in words with wa-˚ qua-, we
often have (wa) /wØ, w]/: ('wanth, ±'wØnth) /'w]nt/ want, ('khwaRÉ7, ±-wØ-) /'kw]<°/
quarrel, ('khwa7¤thi, ±-wØ-) /'kwØlÈùi/ quality˘ In sectors 2-5, we frequently find (±Aa,
±±A√) /X, A:/.

In rural accents of the northwest (sector 1), we can find (¢) /'¤0+/, \ in stressed
checked final syllables or in monosyllables: ('ph¤kh, ≠-¢kh) /'p¤k/ pick.

Later, we will consider some possible additional oppositions not found in cur-
rent English (§ 170.10-11).

170.6. Most typical, indeed, is the real absence of opposition between /å, È/,
except if introduced on purpose (as can be seen in ̇  170.3): ('ph7∆mm∆) /'plåmÈ≤/
plumber, (&∑∆phR∆'fEss∆Ω) /∑Èp<È'f™sÈ≤z/ the professors (neutral International English
(’∑Èp<È'f™sÈqΩ)); while the opposition is present (although with closer timbres than
neutral) between /å/ and /̈ /: ('ph∆th) /'påt/ putt, ('ph¨th) /'p¨t/ put.

In addition, we generally have (‘‘) /È:, ˘:/, although we can also find (˝∆) /˘:/:
('f‘‘Ri) /'fÈ:<i/ furry, ('w‘‘Ri, ˝'w∆Ri) /'w˘:<i/ worry. <ere are also two broader vari-
ants (≠‘o, ≠≠oo) (often transcribed as ‘(§:, °:)'!).
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170.7. „en /¤È, ¨È/ are followed by /</ (\ by /<é/, which is di‡erent from /¤È≤,
¨È≤/), they are di‡erent, indeed. In fact, they are typically realized as /ii</ and /uu</
(or ‘/Iu<, …u</', ° § 170.11 “ ˙ 170.4, left): ('fiiR¤n) /'f¤˘<¤˙/ fearing, ('flIuR¤n, 'fl…¯-)
/'dˆ¨˘<¤˙/ during, ('thIuR¤n, 'th…¯-) /'t¨˘<¤˙/ touring. Let us notice that the grammeme
-ing is (¤n), never reduced to (∆n, ‘n, Èn, ó). For /™˘<é/ we have (E™) (and a mild vari-
ant, (±™É), and a broad one, (≠≠™i), too): ('mE™Ri, ±'m™É-, ≠≠'m™i-) /'m™˘<i/ Mary.

<e other three diphthongs are: ('7å;I) /'la™/ lie, ('nå;U) /'naø/ now, ('ÊO;I) /'bø™/ boy.
Apart from the peculiar variants that we will see (§ 170.12 “ ˙ 170.4, right), we can
find two which di‡er from the neutral ones only for their very close second elements,
(ai) /a™/ (mostly in the north), (au) /aø/ (mostly in the south), shown in ˙ 170.3.

170.8. Again in ˙ 170.3, we can see some peculiar variants, both lighter and
broader (and some are very broad, indeed). Some of them are actually geo-phonic,
\ they can be assigned to given subareas, indicated in the map of ˙ 170.1.

But, let us consider, in particular, the third vocogram in ˙ 170.3. <e stress-
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˙ 170.3.  Welsh English: broader and lighter variants.

/™¤/ 
(±eI, ±±™i)

/ø¨/ (+È¯,
±±Ö¯, ±oU)
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/ii/ ≠≠(iI)

/™¤/ (≠≠e™, ≠≠≠™™)

/uu/ ≠≠(uU)

/ø¨/ (≠≠oø, ≠≠≠øø)

/¤È≤/ (≠j‘o, ≠≠joo) (≠&j‘, ≠≠&jo)
/¤/ (≠I, ≠≠Ù), /'¤0+/ (≠≠≠Û)

/™È/ ±(™É, &™)
/x, [:, X/ ±(Å) /A:, X/ (±Aa, ±±A√, ≠aå,

≠≠Åå) (±&A, ≠&a, ≠≠&Å)

/È/ ±(È, √|) ≠(a|)/È≤/ (±‘, ≠‘, ≠≠o)
/È:/ (≠‘o, ≠≠oo) (≠&‘, ≠≠&o)

/å/ ±(√)
/ø:, r:, ø:≤, r:≤/ (+Oø) ±(øø, &ø)

/̈ / (≠U, ≠≠P)

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)/./ (2 Ç 3 3) /?/ (2 ' 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2) +(2 2 5 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/È, ˘/ ≠≠(¤, É, å, ‘, Ö, ¨)
 (mostly according to 
  spelling deductions)

/a™/ 
(≠Äi, +ai)

/uu/ (±¯u)

/aø/ (≠√u, 
≠≠∆u, +au)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)/./ (2 Ç 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 2 1)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)



able variants given are: ('thi;I) /'tii/ tea, ('fle;™) /'d™¤/ day, ('Ÿo;ø) /'gø¨/ go, ('thu;U)
/'tuu/ two. <eir peculiarity is quite evident and clear, indeed. <ey are all ‘≠≠',
while we can even have ≠≠≠(™™, øø), in northern Wales (˙ 170.3, both northwest-
ern and northeastern, sectors 1-2, in the map of ˙ 170.1).

170.9. <e six white (or empty) signals (again in ˙ 170.3) refer to unstressed
syllables. Instead of ‘English' /È, ˘/, they show typical broad realizations, which de-
pend mostly on spelling pronunciation.

As a matter of fact, in the broad accents, unstressed (initial or final) syllables
have centralized vocoids instead of central /È, ̆ /, which, on the other hand, would
be (∆) in current Welsh English, rather than a true schwa (and its possible current
variants: (È, =, å)).

170.10. <us, in marked Welsh accents, we find, instead: ≠≠(¤, É, å, ‘, Ö, ̈ ) (there
is oscillation between (‘, å) and ‘normal' (∆), ¬ ˙ 170.2); although, generally, they
are poorly rendered (within the o‚cial IPA notation) as ‘(i, E, a, È, O, u)'. Here are
some examples: ('phEns¤7) /'p™ns°/ pencil, ('wØnthÉfl) /'w]nù˘d/ wanted, ('w¤mmÉn)
/'w¤m¤n/ women, ('sPofå) /'sø¨fÈ/ sofa, (å'ŸP;o) /È'gø¨/ ago, (så'phP;oΩ) /sÈ'pø¨z/ sup-
pose, (Ö'ph¤nnjÖn, -j‘n) /È'p¤njÈn/ opinion, ('Iusf¨7, '…¯s-) /'juusf°/ useful.

It goes without saying that, in Welsh English, there is no reduction of pre-sonan-
tal /˘/: ('nacch‘Rå7 fÖ'nEtth¤ks) /'nxcúÈû<úÈû§ fÈ'n™ù¤ks/ Natural Phonetics, ('IuS¨7i,
'…¯-, ±-ò-, ±±-Z-) /'juuZúÈûli/ usually.

170.11. We will, now, pass to a few possible additional oppositions. <e first one
is very very typical and common, indeed (¬ ̇  170.4): (≠≠Iu, ≠…¯) /juu/ instead of cur-
rent (uu, ±¯u) /uu/. It occurs in words with e + u/w in their spellings (or u˚ in for-
eign words): ('nI;u, 'n…;¯) /'nˆuu/ new, ('ÊIuRPo, 'Ê…¯-) /'bj¨È<ø¨/ bureau; while those
whose spelling presents oo˚ o have ‘normal' (uu, ±¯u) /uu/: ('flu;u, 'fl¯;u) /'duu/ do.

So, in the typical accents, there is a di‡erence between ('†RI;u, -…;¯) /'†<uu/ (‘/'†<ˆuu/')
threw, ('†Ru;u, -¯;u) /'†<uu/ through. Many speakers, arbitrarily, extend the opposi-
tion to (unhistorically) distinguish even between ('Ê7I;u, -…;¯) /'bluu/ (‘/'blˆuu/') blew,
('Ê7u;u, -¯;u) /'bluu/ blue. We also have: ('I;u, '…;¯) ±('jI;u, 'j…;¯) /'juu/ you, ('Iu†, '…¯†)
±('jIu†, 'j…¯†) /'juu†/ youth. <e same holds true of (+Iu, +…¯) ±(+jIu, +j…¯) /+juu/ u- (some
speakers, in front of (+Iu, +…¯), can use the ‘prevocalic' form of the articles, in such
cases as): (∆'nIun¤&fORm, ∑i'Iu-, ∑i'…¯-) /ú∑ûÈ'juun˘fø:≤m/ a/the uniform.
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 ̇170.4.  Welsh English: possible typical additional oppositions with ‘normal' /uu, ̈ È≤, ™¤, ø¨, a™, aø/.

/juu/
(≠≠Iu, ≠…¯)

/̈ È≤/
≠≠(Iu∆, …¯∆)

/RJ/
(±Ei, ±±™i)

/FR/ (≠≠‘i)

/rE/
(±Ou, ±±Ö¯)

/Fr/ (≠≠‘u)



170.12. In the area around Swansea, in southern Wales (¬ ˙ 170.1, sectors 6-
7), other historical distinctions may be kept, which are not part of current English
any longer. <ey regard the possible opposition between words with /™¤, ø¨/ that
have plain a˚ o (at most oe) in their spelling, (Ùe, Po) /™¤, ø¨/ (typically Welsh),
against others with ai˚ ay˚ ei˚ ey or ou˚ ow˚ as (Ei, ±™i) or (Ou, ±Ö¯) /™¤, ø¨/ (again,
but that we indicate here as ‘/RJ, rE/'): ('phÙ;en) /'p™¤n/ pane, ('phE;in, -™;in) /'p™¤n/
pain, ('thP;o) /'tø¨/ toe, ('thO;u, -Ö;¯) /'tø¨/ tow.

(Arguably, it might seem better to use ‘/RJ, rE/' for the typical narrower Welsh
diphthongs, should we want to show the relation with the Middle English situa-
tion, as in Norwich, Ã 145. But, according to the diaphonemic principles, we ex-
plicitly indicate the di‡erences from what is expected, in a given area, although
outwardly in contradiction with the typical realizations. <us, a ‘dotted' –or ‘un-
derdotted'– symbol just indicates an additional, or alternative form, which is not
as necessary or widespread as the basic one, no matter how di‡erent it may be.)

In the same area, a further distinction is possible, though frankly rarer and rar-
er (and with a very restricted functional load), between ‘normal' (åI, åU) /a™, aø/,
mostly in their taxophonic realizations (Äi, √u) (given in ˙ 170.3), and (‘i, ‘u)
‘/FR, Fr/', as in: ('flÄ;i) /'da™/ Dai, ('fl‘;i) /'da™/ die, ('kh√;u) /'kaø/ cow, ('‘;u) /'aø/ ow!

170.13. As for the consonants, the most typical characteristic is the lengthen-
ing of most single consonants (except /j, w, <, h, X, !/) after short stressed vowels,
within a word (even if the following syllable begins with a sonant), ('é00é) /'é0é/
(or ('é00é, 'é0:é)): ('phEpph∆) /'p™pÈ≤/ pepper, ('ŸRaff¤ks) /'g<xf¤ks/ graphics, ('m∆n-
ni) /'måni/ money. <is occurs in the whole of Wales (including the Marches, sec-
tor 5, though less systematically), except in Cardi‡.

In Swansea, instead of lengthening the consonants, we find a lengthening of
the stressed short vowels: ('phE;ph∆, 'ŸRa;f¤ks, 'm∆;ni) (same examples).

<e second most peculiar characteristic concerns the phono-syllabification of final
consonants followed by a vowel, ({0}0+é) /{0}+0é/: ('ŸE thå'7Ø;˙) /'g™ù È'l]˙/ get along,
('wE7 'S¤˙Ÿ7¤S) /'w™§S '¤˙gl¤S/ Welsh English. Besides, the final sequences /nd, ndz/ tend to
lose their stop element, in any case: ('få;In) /'fa™nd/ find, ('ba;nΩ) /'bxndz/ bands.

170.14. <e typical accents have (ph, th, kh, ch) /p, t, k, c/ and (ò, ù, ¡, C) (or
(Ê, fl, Ÿ, ä) in voiced contexts) /b, d, g, G/. „ile, in contact with any voiceless
consonants, we have neutralization of both series, into (p, t, k, c) (mostly in the
north), or (ò, ù, ¡, C) (mostly in the south). In our examples, however, we will sim-
ply use (ph, Ê÷ th, fl÷ kh, Ÿ÷ ch, ä), in all contexts: ('aft∆) /'XftÈ≤/ after, ('phast) /'pXst/
past, ('∂ØTs) /'dØts/ dots, ('ÊEtth∆) /'b™ùÈ≤/ better, ('thÙeÊ∆7) /'t™¤b°/ table.

Besides, we can have dentialveolar ()h, ), Ï, fl) /t, d/ (mostly in the north, sec-
tors 1-2, where we may even find dental (Th, T, ∂, D), “ sector 4), and (ch, c, ˘, ‚)
/c, G/ (mostly in less broad accents), while in the typical and broad accents of the
north (sectors 1-2), we generally find (C, ä) ≠(ch) /G/ (and (s) /z/, as well).

In addition, we often find (th¸, t¸, ù¸, fl¸) (with a voiced alveolar approximant,
(¸) /</ – or even with alveolar slit stopstrictives, (.h¸, .¸, ºº.¸, ̨ ¸)) /t<, d</: ('.h¸Ù;en)
/'t<™¤n/ train. In milder accents, we can find ('th, t, fl, d), as in current English,
though unsystematically.
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170.15. A typical Celtic feature is the lack of stop unexplosion (so typical of
current English, instead) before heterorganic stops or stopstrictives, or in final po-
sition (indicated as (0$), ÿ (0æ)): ('ak$t) /'xkt/ act, ('RØ;Ê$fl, -p$t) /'<Øbd/ robbed (com-
mon English ('xkæt, '<Ø;bæfl)). In addition, in initial or final position, we find (ä, C÷
‚, ˘) /Z/ (but (S, ±ò, ±±Z) /Z/, in medial position): ('Ru;uä) /'<uuZ/ rouge. Mostly in
the north (\ sectors 1-3), the broad accents have ≠(s, S) /s, z÷ S, Z/: ('nøøs¤s) /'nø¨z˘z/
noses.

In Welsh personal and place names, we can find two more constrictives: voice-
less uvular (ˆ) §ch@, and voiceless alveolar lateral (!) §ll@, and the sequence (hR) §rh@
(especially in the north, 1-2). Non-Welsh-speaking Welsh people, readily replace
(ˆ, !, hR) by (kh÷ l, 7, †l, khl÷ >, ⁄), respectively (as generally English speakers do
for the phones they actually have): (phÉn'th¤RX) {(phÉn'th‘‘kh)} Pentyrch, (!a'nE!i)
{(kh7a'nEkh7i)} Llanelli, ('hROn∑a) {('>Ønfl∆)} Rhondda.

170.16. Readily, in the broad accents, the diphonic voiced consonants become
voiceless, before voiceless consonants: ('få;If 'phå;UnΩ) /'fa™v 'paøndz/ five pounds,
('bØ;p 'kh7aakh) /'bØb 'klA:≤k/ Bob Clark.

A further peculiarity is (`) for /j/ + /ii, ¤/, or /w/ + /uu, ̈ /: ('iist) /'jiist/ yeast, ('¤;fl)
/'j¤d/ yid, ('uunflÉfl) /'wuund˘d/ wounded, ('¨mm∆n) /'w¨mÈn/ woman.

In addition, as we know, we have (Iu, …¯) /juu, ̂ uu/: ('fI;u, 'f…;¯) /'fjuu/ few, ('nI;u,
'n…;¯) /'nˆuu/ new. In the broad accents, we find (0`u, 0`∆) /0ju, 0j˘/: (&s¤thu'ÙeS∆n,
-‘n, -Ön) /s¤tˆu'™¤SúÈûn/ stimulus, ('st¤mm∆7∆s, -¨s) /'st¤mj˘lÈs/ stimulus, (aR'th¤kkh∆7∆-
&thøRi) /A:≤'t¤kj˘lÈtr<i/ articulatory.

170.17. As for /<é≤/, in sectors 2, 4, 6, we have (>é) (or (⁄é) which is also post-
alveolar, but without the lateral contraction of British English (>é)): ('>E;™) /'<™È≤/
rare, (>i'phøoth) /<˘'pr:≤t/ report.

In addition, we typically find (RééR+, RéR0+), in the north and west (sectors 1-
3): ('RE;™R) /'<™È≤/ rare, (Ri'phøoRth) /<˘'pr:≤t/ report; and (<éq), in the Marches (sec-
tor 5, and beyond: in the western parts of the bordering English counties), and in
the Pembroke (8) peninsulas: ('<E;™q) /'<™È≤/ rare, (<i'phøoqth) /<˘'pr:≤t/ report.

In the Gower (7), we have (<é∆, <éq): ('<E;∆, '<E;™q) /'<™È≤/ rare, (<i'phø∆th, -øoqth)
/<˘'pr:≤t/ report. Another possibility lies between these two, (˝éπ) (where (π) stands
for a laterally contracted (∆), as in a variant pronunciation of Mandarin Chinese
(5¡øπ) /5køu⁄/ gour]÷ it is possible to hear it, in milder or mixed pronunciations,
in the northwest (sector 1): ('<E;π) /'<™È≤/ rare, (<i'phøπth) /<˘'pr:≤t/ report.

In addition, in the northwest (sector 1), individual speakers may have (˜, º) for
both /<, ≤/.

170.18. Although with oscillations, we generally have (7é7, 7_j, ±lé) /lé§/ in the
south (sectors 3-4 “ 6-8): ('7¤7:, ±'l¤7:) /'l¤§/ lill, ('m¤77jÖn, -‘n, -∆n) /'m¤ljÈn/ million;
and (7é7, 7_j, ±éı) /lé§/ in the north (sectors 1-2): ('7¤7:, ±'7¤ı:, ≠ıé-), ('m¤77jÖn, -‘n,
-∆n); and (léı, ¬_j) /lé§/ in the Marches (5): ('l¤ı:), ('m¤¬j‘n, -∆n).

As it currently happens in England, we can have (`) /h/, also for /hj, ã/ {/ã/ =
/hw/}, although we can have (h, hj) “ (hw/W), as well (fairly regularly so, in sec-
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tors 1-3, including ≠≠(hR), for rh): ('hØth, ≠'Øth) /'hØt/ hot, ('wEn:, 'hw-) /'ã™n/ when,
('hR¤∑∆m) /'<¤∑õ/ rhythm.

170.19. In typical Welsh English (and, of course, in Welsh itself), we can find
long vowels only in stressed syllables. <us, for the following nouns, we have:
('REkkhÖfl) /'<™kø:≤d, -È≤d/ record (n.), ('khØMv‘s) /'kØnvÈ:≤s/ converse, ('¤mphÖth)
/'¤mpø:≤t/ import, (khaR'thu;un) /kA:≤'tuun/ cartoon (instead of International En-
glish ('<™kø;qfl, 'khØMvÈ;qs, '¤mpø;qt, khA;q'thu;un) – and similar adaptations in neu-
tral British or American English).

<e shortening of unstressed long vowels, together with the slight timbre re-
duction of unstressed vowels (¬ § 170.9-10) and the lengthening of single conso-
nants (¬ § 170.13), of course, produces a particular rhythm in Welsh English.

170.20. <e prosodic di‡erence between Welsh English and neutral English is
still augmented by the typical intonation patterns of Welsh, as can be seen in the
tonograms of ˙ 170.2 (and ˙ 170.3, for the north, 1-2), with their peculiar tonal
levels and movements, which English people readily associate with Indian accents,
especially Hindi. In the preintoneme tonograms of both figures, we can see a high-
er variant of the first stressed (or first protonic) syllable: (Ì, 5) (and ‘˝').

<e intertonic (or unstressed) syllables in the preintoneme, generally, have a
rising movement and are higher than the preceding stressed ones (except for the
very first one). Another –easily noticed– peculiarity is that in the south (generally
in sectors 3-4 “ 6) the first post-tonic syllable of the conclusive intoneme is slight-
ly higher than the tonic one. <is is su‚cient to give the peculiar auditory e‡ect,
which can easily be noticed.

In the north (sectors 1-2), faucalization (§Ñ@ ¬ ̇  161.3) is frequent, in broad ac-
cents. <e second set of tonograms, in ˙ 170.3, refers to the Marches (sector 5).
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172.1. Scotland is a serious problem, indeed, for the pronunciation of English.
In fact, it does not have only peculiar phonetic realizations, and –sometimes– a
few phonemes less, with typical mergers, but also more distinctions, than in the
neutral accent(s). As a matter of fact, what messes up pronunciation (rather than
Scottish Gaelic, which would give just a ‘normal' local accent, being a Celtic lan-
guage) is the widespread use of Scots, a Germanic language, closely related to
English, but with very many di‡erences. <ese di‡erences appear lexically, gram-
matically and phonically.

Also at the phonic level, they are very disappointing indeed, because –too of-
ten– we find such an intricated correspondence (or, rather, non-correspondence!)
between the phonemes of English and those of Scots. Many English words with
one and the same phoneme may have more than two di‡erent phonemes in Scots,
often as many as five or six! Let us indicate at least: home with /™¤/ (‘hame'), moth-
er with /¤/ (‘mither'), long with /x/ (‘lang'), house with /uu/ (‘hoose').

<e situation is even worse than in the North of England, where in everyday
conversation people generally use a lot of dialectal words, which (when not com-
pletely di‡erent) may di‡er for one phoneme (or more than one). <is consider-
ably masks the relation between actual English words and local dialectal words.
However, they are used in English sentences, as if they were real words belonging
to the English language.

172.2. In Scotland, this situation is even more far-fetched than this. <us, too
many words are not English words at all. And people keep on speaking like that,
without worrying about it. Of course, such ways of speaking do not possibly belong
to what we call English accents. On the contrary, they fall within the use of the
English language, with all its departures, such as local non-standard words, phrases,
idioms and grammatical di‡erences. Even (phonetic and phonemic) vowel length
is completely di‡erent between English and Scots (and Scottish English, of course!).

<us, we will treat only pronunciation features, by describing normalized ac-
cents (although with geographical and social di‡erences), while completely ex-
cluding any occurrences of dialectal words, when they would exhibit actual di-
alectal sounds. Instead, as far as intonation is concerned, we will be glad to de-
scribe any important and widespread tonetic features, which are ready to pass in-
to the Scottish accents of English.

172. A brief introduction 
to the Scottish accents (“ map)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}
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172.3. It is a sadly well-known fact that the Scottish accents of English are the
worst among bilingual speakers (even when they can actually use only English).
Often, they can be worse than many foreign accents, indeed, because they are so
unsystematically inconsistent. <ey are also worse than the Italian regional accents
of Northern Italy, where any speakers realize as they want (or, rather, as they can!)
a number of phonemes, especially /e, E÷ o, O/, which are not distinguished in the
current o‚cial spelling. Speakers abuse these and other phonemes, in an utterly
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˙ 172.  Scotland: thirteen sectors for the three accents and variants. Scots (1-11), Gaelic-
-Hebridian (12), and the mixed Gaelic-English zone (13: the Highlands).
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‘uncivilized' manner, depending both on the various substratum dialects (again,
even when the speakers do not actually speak those dialects) and on a very strange
jumble of peculiar and absurd personal oddities, and a more or less frequent use
of local words. In fact, even twins can exhibit individual peculiar pronunciation
features.

Of course, in spite of this complicating situation, we cannot avoid dealing with
the Scottish accents, and with their manifold curious variations, as we will see in
the following chapters, too.

172.4. <e map in ˙ 172 shows three accent areas (with subdivisions for one
of these areas). <e first one is the eastern area, from southern Scotland (neigh-
boring on northern England) to north-eastern Scotland and the Orkney and Shet-
land Islands. <is is the Scots area, from no. 1 to no. 11.

<en, we have the central area, \ the Highlands, where Scottish Gaelic is no
longer spoken. However, it is a mixed Gaelic-English area, happily less influenced
by Scots, where English is considered to be spoken better than elsewhere in Scot-
land. And Inverness is generally thought as the place where the best Scottish English
can be found.

<e third –western– area, \ the Outer Hebrides, is where Gaelic is still widely
spoken. But, in the Inner Hebrides, along the coasts of western Scotland, by now
included in sector 13, there are very few Gaelic speakers.

172.5. <e irritating irreverence we find in Scotland, towards the pronuncia-
tion of the English language (to say nothing about its grammar and lexicon), re-
gards the number of phonemes, which are either merged or splitted, and the use
of length, which follows completely di‡erent rules. <erefore, there are too many
oscillations and inconsistences, which –undeniably– deform the nature of the lan-
guage itself. <is makes the Scottish accents intolerably unbearable for most na-
tive speakers and foreigners, as well (unless they can amuse themselves by linger-
ing over those ‘funny' accents).

We illustrate the quite di‡erent use of length (between proper English and
Scottish English) by means of the following sections. <e problems derive from
the fact that the di‡erent distribution of length in Scots (when compared with
English) follows quite di‡erent rules. <e vowels of Scots (and, unfortunately, of
Scottish English) can be short (é), half-long (éé), or long (é;é) (generally corre-
sponding to (é, é;, é:), respectively). <e phonemic diphthongs can be half-long
(éé), or long (é;é). However, foreigners may find these accents easier to under-
stand, in certain cases. 

172.6. Here, these vowels and diphthongs are shown with the diaphonemes of
English (certainly not as the phonemes of Scots!), and with the phones of the most
typical Scottish accent, ¬ ˙ 173 (not the broadest or lighter ones, ¬ Ã 174). Some
of these vowels are short, (é): /¤/ (Ù), /å/ (◊), /R/ (É), this is used mostly in the south,
but not by all speakers, and only in few words, rarely coinciding in di‡erent areas
and for di‡erent speakers; the most frequent ones are: never˚ clever˚ seven˚ eleven˚
heaven˚ devil˚ shepherd˚ twenty˚ breath˚ next˚ earth˚ jerk.
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Some vowels can be short or half-long (depending on di‡erent kinds of accents),
(é, éé): /™/ (E), /x, X/ (a), /Ø, ]/ (O); or else half-long or short, (éé, é): /A:, [:/ (a),
/ø:, r:/ (O). One diphthong is half-long, (éé): /FR/ (åi); two others are either half-
-long (éé): /aø, ø™/ (√%, OI) or long (é;é), again, depending on di‡erent kinds of ac-
cents and speakers; sometimes, even (a, O) can behave as those dealt with in the
next section, § 172.7.

172.7. Lastly, we find a set of vowels and diphthongs whose length depends on
their phonic contexts. <us, /ii, uu/ can be short (é), or long (é;é): /ii/ (i, i;i), /uu/
(%, %;%). <en, /a™/ is either half-long (aÉ), or long (a;É); while /™¤, ø¨/ are either
short (e, o), or half-long (ee, oo). To end with, we have /̈ /, which is realized exact-
ly as /uu/ (only few speakers have a distinction between /¨, uu/, especially in
milder or refined accents – often, but wrongly, considered a‡ected, and called
‘Morningside' accent, in Edinburgh, and ‘Kelvinside' accent, in Glasgow, ¬ Ã 176).

<e exact (and typical Scots) length for this last set of phonemes is as follows: they
are short (or half-long, in the case of the diphthong actually realized as ditimbric /a™/
(aÉ)), unless they are absolutely word-final ((<+)), even if followed by the grammemes
-(e)d and -(e)s, /d, z/, or syllable-final (although with many oscillations, due to the
highly subjective way of actually feeling the ‘syllable-finalness' by di‡erent speakers).

172.8. <e typical examples to show this peculiar (Celtic) oddity are: ('ni;i)
/'nii/ knee and ('ni;ifl) /'niid/ kneed˚ against ('nifl) /'niid/ need÷ or ('bR%;%) /'b<uu/
brew and ('bR%;%fl) /'b<uud/ brewed˚ against ('bR%fl) /'b<uud/ brood÷ or ('stee) /'st™¤/
stay and ('steefl) /'st™¤d/ stayed˚ against ('stefl) /'st™¤d/ staid÷ or ('t5oo) /'tø¨/ tow/toe
and ('t5oofl) /'tø¨d/ towed/toed˚ against ('t5ofl) /'tø¨d/ toad – (05) = (±0h, 0h, ≠0).

Besides, we have: ('sa;É) /'sa™/ sigh and ('sa;Éfl) /'sa™d/ sighed˚ against ('såifl) /'sFRd/
side (with a timbric distinction, as well). And, for those accents and speakers with
this distinction: ('nOO) /'nø:/ gnaw and ('nOOfl) /'nø:d/ gnawed (or ('nOúflû)), against
('nOfl) /'nØd/ nod (or ('nOOfl)); or ('baa) /'bX/ baa and ('baafl) /'bXd/ baaed (or ('baúflû)),
against ('bafl) /'bxd/ bad (or ('baafl)).

172.9. <e same lengthening occurs, when these phonemes are followed by (˙+),
\ the voiced constrictives /v, ∑, z, Z/ (notice that /z/ may fall within the preceding
grammemic criterion, as well), or followed by /≤+/. <is Celtic ‘rule' is similar to
the phonetic lengthening rule typical of neutral French.

<us, we have: ('m%;%Ñ) /'muuv/ move˚ but ('h%f) /'huuf/ hoof˚ or ('feeΩ) /'f™¤z/
faze˚ but ('fes) /'f™¤s/ face÷ and ('bi;ÛR, ±-q) /'b¤È≤/ beer˚ ('b%;ÏR, ±-q) /'b¨È≤/ boor˚ ('feÙR,
±-q) /'f™È≤/ fair˚ ('boPR, ±-q) /'br:≤/ bore˚ ('wOÖR, ±-q) /'wø:≤/ war˚ ('baåR, ±-q) /'bA:≤/ bar̆

In word-internal free syllables, the di‡erent accents and idiolects have a great
deal of variability. Let us show some examples, with /a™/ (and /FR/, to make the
di‡erence more clear). Generally, derived words or less common words can more
frequently be said with /a™/: ('DRaÉ7Ù, -åi-, ±'d<-) /'d<a™li/ dryly˚ ('SaÉnÉs, 'Såi-) /'Sa™n˘s/
shyness˚ ('fåi7Ùn, 'faÉ-, ±-˙) /'fa™l¤˙/ filing˚ ('p5aÉ7On, -åi-, -Én) /'pa™lØn, -Èn/ pylon˚ ('spåi-
d∆R, ±-q, -aÉ-) /'spa™dÈ≤/ spider˚ ('k5RaÉsÉs, -åi-, ±-<-) /'k<a™s˘s/ crisis˚ ('haÉDRo, 'håi-, ±-d<-)
/'ha™d<ø¨/ hydro˘

Also words as bible˚ idol˚ vital˚ disciple can belong to this group. Other words,
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such as plural forms as the following ones, oscillate, as well: ('7a;ÉvΩ, '7åi-) /'la™vz/
lives˚ ('wa;ÉvΩ, 'wåi-) /'wa™vz/ wifes.

172.10. But let us show in detail the typical lengthenings in Scottish English,
starting from the monophthongs (both short and long, \ narrow monotimbric
diphthongs), and show the most typical timbres (given and described in ˙ 173,
while other timbres can be found in other vocograms or in other chapters). Of
course, we indicate di‡erent degrees of acceptability, in comparison with Interna-
tional (and British “ American) neutral pronunciations, also by means of our so-
ciophonic arrows. Let us keep in mind that the symbol (˙) indicates voiced con-
strictives, a subset of (Ê), with clearly di‡erent results, here. Besides, (ó) indicates
sonants, which here means the nasal and lateral consonants of English. We also
show intermediate degrees of length, more similar to the neutral ones, which can
occur in milder accents. Some examples will be given when we present the di‡er-
ent accents of Scottish English. By now, it is important to inspect § 172.11-14 very
carefully (and patiently).

172.11. For the monophthongs, we have:

/¤/ (Ù) {≠(ÙÊ+) ±('ÙÙÊ+, 'Ùó:Ê+, 'Ù{ó}=, 'Ùà)}
/™/ (E) {≠('EÊ+) ≠≠('EE{ó}=, 'EEà) ±('EEÊ+, 'Eó:Ê+, 'E{ó}=, 'Eà)}
/R/ (É) {≠≠(ÉÊ+) ≠('ÉÉÊ+, 'Éó:Ê+, 'É{ó}=, 'Éà) ±(E) Æ like /™/)
/x, [:/ (a) {≠('aÊ+, 'aó{Ê}) ≠≠('aa{ó}=, 'aaà) ±('aa{ó}Ê+, 'a{ó}=, 'aà)}
/A:, X/ (a) {≠('aaÊ+, 'a{ó}=) ≠≠('aÊ+, 'a{ó}=, 'aà) ±('a;a+, 'a;a{ó}Ê+, 'aa{ó}=, 'aaà)}
/å/ (◊) {≠(◊Ê+) ±('◊◊Ê+, '◊ó:Ê+, '◊{ó}=, '◊à)}
/Ø,]/ (O) {≠('OÊ+, 'Oó{Ê}) ≠≠('OO{ó}=, 'OOà) ±('OO{ó}Ê+, 'O{ó}=, 'Oà)}
/ø:,r:/(O) {≠('OOÊ+, 'O{ó}=) ≠≠('OÊ+, 'O{ó}=, 'Oà) ±('O;O+, 'O;O{ó}Ê+, 'OO{ó}=, 'OOà)}
/̈ / (%, ±Ï) {≠('%{ó}Ê+, '%{ó}=, '%à) ≠≠('%;%˙+) ±('%%Ê+, '%ó:Ê+, '%{ó}=, '%%à) ±±('ÏÏÊ+,

'Ïó:Ê+, 'Ï{ó}=, 'ÏÏà)}.

172.12. For the diphthongs, we find:

/ii/ (i) {('i;i+, 'i;i˙+) ≠('ii{ó}Ê+) ≠≠('i{ó}Ê+, 'i{ó}=, 'ià) ±('i;i{ó}Ê+, 'ii{ó}=, 'iià)}
/™¤/ (e) {≠('ee+, 'ee{ó}Ê+) ≠≠('e{ó}Ê+, 'e{ó}=, 'eà) ±('e;e+, 'e;e{ó}Ê+, 'ee{ó}=, 'eeà)}
/a™/ (aÉ) {('a;É+, 'a;É˙+) ≠('åi{ó}Ê+, 'åi{ó}=, 'åià) ≠≠('åi+, 'åi˙+) ±('a;É{ó}Ê+, 'aÉ{ó}=, 'aÉà)}
/FR/ (åi) {≠('åi=, 'åiÊ+, 'åi{ó}=, 'åià) ±('a;É+, 'a;É{ó}Ê+, 'aÉ{ó}=, 'aÉà)}
/aø/ (√%) {≠('√%+, '√%Ê+) ≠≠('√;%{ó}=, '√;%à) ±('√;%+, '√;%{ó}Ê+, '√%{ó}=, '√%à)}
/ø™/ (OI) {≠('OI+, 'OIÊ+) ≠≠('O;I{ó}=, 'O;Ià) ±('O;I+, 'O;I{ó}Ê+, 'OI{ó}=, 'OIà)}
/ø¨/ (o) {≠('oo+, 'oo{ó}Ê+) ≠≠('o{ó}Ê+, 'o{ó}=, 'oà) ±('o;o+, 'o;o{ó}Ê+, 'oo{ó}=, 'ooà)}
/uu/ (%) {('%;%+, '%;%˙+) ≠('%%{ó}Ê+) ≠≠('%{ó}Ê+, '%{ó}=, '%à) ±('%;%{ó}Ê+, '%%{ó}=, '%%à)}.

172.13. For vowels/diphthongs + /≤/ (\ /≤+, ≤0/, with /≤/ = (<) ï (q, ≠R)}, we have:

/¤È≤, iiÈ≤/ (iÛ) {(i;Û<+) ≠(i<0) ±(i;<{Ê}+, iÛ<{=}+, iÛ<à)}
/™È≤, ™¤È≤/ (eÙ) {(eÙ<+) ≠(e<0) ±(e;Ù<{Ê}+, eÙ<{=}+, eÙ<à)}
/̈ È≤, uuÈ≤/ (%Ï) {(%;Ï<+) ≠(%<0) ±(%;Ï<{Ê}+, %Ï<{=}+, %Ï<à)}
/r:≤, ø¨È≤/ (oP) {(oP<+) ≠(o<0) ±(o;P<{Ê}+, oP<{=}+, oP<à)}



/ø:≤/ (OÖ) {(OÖ<+) ≠(O<0) ±(O;Ö<{Ê}+, OÖ<{=}+, OÖ<à)}
/A:≤/ (aå) {(aå<+) ≠(a<0) ±(a;å<{Ê}+, aå<{=}+, aå<à)}
/È:≤/ (Ù) §i˚ y˚ ea@ {(ÙÙ<+) ≠(Ù<0) ±(Ù;Ù<{Ê}+, ÙÙ<{=}+, ÙÙ<à) ±±(È) ±±±(ÈÈ)}
/È:≤/ (E) §e˚ ea@ {(EE<+) ≠(E<0) ±(E;E<{Ê}+, EE<{=}+, EE<à) ±±(È) ±±±(ÈÈ)}
/È:≤/ (◊) §u˚ o@ {(◊◊<+) ≠(◊<0) ±(◊;◊<{Ê}+, ◊◊<{=}+, ◊◊<à) ±±(È) ±±±(ÈÈ)}
/È:≤/ ≠(É) §e/ea@ {(ÉÉ<+) ≠(É<0) ±(É;É<{Ê}+, ÉÉ<{=}+, ÉÉ<à) ±±(È) ±±±(ÈÈ))
/È:≤/ ±±(È) §i/y˚ u/o@ {(ÈÈ<+) ≠(È<0) ±±±(È;È<{Ê}+, ÈÈ<{=}+, ÈÈ<à)}
/È:≤/ ±±±(È) §i/y˚ e/ea˚ u/o@ {(ÈÈ<+) ≠(È<0) ±±±(È;È<{Ê}+, ÈÈ<{=}+, ÈÈ<à)}

“ /a™, FR, aø, ø™/+/È≤/ (aÉ, åi, √%, OI)+(∆<) {(éé)}.

172.14. And, for vowels/diphthongs + /</ (\ /<é/, with /≤/ = (<) ï (<, ≠R)}, we find:

/¤</ (Ù) {(Ù<)}
/¤˘</ (i) {(i<) ±(Ù<)}
/ii˘</ (i) {(i<) ±(ii<)}
/™˘</ (e) {(e<)}
/™¤˘</ (e) {(e<) ±(ee<)}
/™</ (E) {(E<)}
/˘:<, È:</ (◊) {(◊<) ±(◊◊<) ±±(ÈÈ<)}
/x</ (a) {(a<)}
/A:</ (a) {(a<) ±(aa<)}
/̈ <, ¨˘</ (%) {(%<) ±(Ï<)}
/uu˘</ (%) {(%<) ±(%%<)}
/r:<, ø¨˘</ (o) {(o<) ±(oo<)}
/ø:</ (O) {(O<) ±(OO<)}
/]</ (O) {(O<)}
“ /a™, FR, aø, ø™/+/˘</ (aÉ, åi, √%, OI)+(<) {(éé)}.
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173.1. We will, now, see the typical Scottish accent of English, in its normal-
ized form. It is mostly used in sectors 1-6 of the map in ˙ 172. But, given its ori-
gin from Scots, it is not at all uniform. In fact, the same speakers can usually vary
between what is shown in ˙ 173 and its lighter or broader variants (˙ 174.1-2,
some of which are classified in Ã 175), or even with refined variants (Ã 176).

In Ã 177, we will see some more clearly local variants for sectors 1-9, which,
however, oscillate quite a bit, for the same or di‡erent speakers, including the use
of Scots words and sounds. <e accents of the Islands (and of the Highlands) will
be given in Ã 178-9.

173.2. <us, in ˙ 173, we can see the typical timbres of /¤/ ('Ù, ’É): ('hÙt) /'h¤t/
hit, ('WÙΩ, ±WÙÙΩ) /'ã¤z/ whizz, /™/ (E): ('jEs, ≠'jEEs) /'j™s/ yes, ('sEEΩ, ≠'sEΩ) /'s™z/ says,
/x, X, A:, [:/ (a): ('hat, ≠'haat) /'hxt/ hat, ('fast, 'faast) (fXst/ fast, ('spaa, ≠'spa) /'spA:/
spa, ('p5ast∆, -aa-) /'p[:stÈ/ pasta, /å/ (◊): ('h◊t) /'håt/ hut, ('7◊Ñ, ±'7◊◊Ñ) /'låv/ love, /Ø,
], ø:, r:/ (O): ('hOt, ≠'hOOt) /'hØt/ hot, ('7Ost, -OO-) /'l]st/ lost, ('sOO, ≠'sO) /'sø:/ saw,
('O7t∆R, 'OO7-) /'r:ıùÈ≤/ alter, /̈ / (%, ¯7): ('b%k) /'b¨k/ book, ('g%fl, ±'g%%fl) /'g¨d/ good
(which, typically, is identical with /uu/ (%), together with the mergers of /x, X, A:,
[:/ (a), /Ø, ], ø:, r:/ (O), just shown, above).

Also typical are the di‡erent timbres of /È, ̆ / (É) (for >i˚ e≥, including /i+, ié/, as well,
and the˚ but the+V (∑ié)); along with /È, ˘/ (∆) (for >a˚ o˚ u≥, including /È+/ and /È≤, È</
(∆R)). <is distribution of /È, ˘/ (É, ∆) occurs in reduced forms, as well; again, general-
ly according to spelling. Besides, more often, we have /0Èı, 0®/ (0P7): (∑É'man, -aan)
/∑È'mxn/ the man, (∑i'◊~j∆n) /∑i'ånjÈn/ the onion, (∆'man, -aan) /È'mxn/ a man, (∆k-
'sEpt) /Èk's™pt/ accept, (Ék'sEpt) /˘k's™pt/ except, (s∆m'k5◊ps ∆Ñ't5i;i) /sÈm'kåps Èv'tii/ some
cups of tea, (fR∆m'hi;ÛR t∆'∑eÙR) /f<Èm'h¤È≤ tÈ'∑™È≤/ from here to there.

173.3. Always keeping in mind the peculiarities of length given in Ã 172, the
diphthongs are as shown in the third vocogram: /ii/ (i): ('si;i) /'sii/ sea, ('7i;iÑ) /'liiv/
leave, ('bit) /'biit/ beat, ('bin) /'biin/ bean, /™¤/ (e): ('dee) /'d™¤/ day, (∆'meeΩ) /È'm™¤z/
amaze, ('let) /'l™¤t/ late, /a™/ (aÉ): ('ha;É) /'ha™/ high, ('Ra;ÉΩ) /'<a™z/ rise, and /FR/ (åi):
('fåin) /'fFRn/ fine, ('nåit) /'nFRt/ night, /aø/ (√%): ('n√%) /'naø/ now, ('R√%Ω) /'<aøz/
rouse, ('m√%s) /'maøs/ mouse, /ø™/ (OI): ('bOI) /'bø™/ boy, ('c5OIs) /'cø™s/ choice, /ø¨/
(o): ('goo) /'gø¨/ go, ('nooΩ) /'nø¨z/ nose, ('got) /'gø¨t/ goat, /uu/ (%): ('t5%;%) /'tuu/
two, ('nj%;%Ω) /'nˆuuz/ news, ('b%t) /'buut/ boot.

173. A typical Scottish-English accent
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}
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173.4. <e second vocogram shows the realizations of the vocalic elements when
followed by /≤, </. We typically find di‡erent and peculiar timbres in: ('bÙRfl) /'bÈ:≤d/
bird, ('w◊Rfl) /'wÈ:≤d/ word, ('hERfl) /'hÈ:≤d/ heard, ('k5ORfl) /'kø:≤d/ cord, ('boRfl) /'br:≤d/
board, ('haRfl) /'hA:≤d/ hard.

Other peculiarities are: ('hi;ÛR) /'h¤È≤/ here, ('hiRÙ˙) /'h¤˘<¤˙/ hearing, ('spÙRÙt)
/'sp¤<˘t/ spirit, ('∑eÙR) /'∑™È≤/ there, ('meRÉ) /'m™˘<i/ Mary, ('mERÉ) /'m™<i/ merry,
('maRÉ) /'mx<i/ marry, ('eÙR) /'È:≤/ err, ('stÙRÙ˙) /'stÈ:<¤˙/ stirring, ('f◊R) /'fÈ:≤/ fur, ('f◊-
RÉ) /'fÈ:<i/ furry, ('h◊RÉ) /'h˘:<i/ hurry, ('faåR) /'fA:≤/ far, ('sORÉ) /'s]<i/ sorry, ('wOÖR)
/'wø:≤/ war, ('woPR) /'wr:≤/ wore, ('stoRÉ) /'str:<i/ story, ('p5%;ÏR) /'p¨È≤/ poor, ('k5j%;ÏR)
/'khj¨È≤/ cure, ('k5j%RÙ˙) /'kj¨˘<¤˙/ curing.

173.5. As for the consonants, let us observe that the ending -ing is (Ù˙, ≠Ùn, ≠≠ó)
/¤˙/: ('sÙ˙Ù˙, ≠-Ùn, ≠≠-ó) /'s¤˙¤˙/ singing. Most typical is the realization of /p, t, k÷ c/
as ‘(p5, t5, k5÷ c5)', \ (≠0, 0h, ±0h) (with no ‘aspiration' at all; or very slight, in-
deed; or ‘normal'): ('p5Ùn) /'p¤n/ pin, ('t5ek) /'t™¤k/ take, ('k5aåR) /'kA:≤/ car, ('c5Es)
/'c™s/ chess. Besides, the apical pair can be ±(t, d) (alveolar), (), £) (dentialveolar),
≠(T, D) (dental) (which we show only here, although the dental articulation is very
common for /t<, d</ (TR, DR)): (±'t5Ren, ')5Ren, ≠'T5Ren) /'t<™¤n/ train.
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˙ 173.  <e typical Scottish accent of English: vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.

/È, ˘/ (É) (gen. >i˚ e≥˚ the (∑ié)) 
/È, ˘/ (x) (gen. >a˚ o˚ u≥) 

/È≤, È</ (xR)

/i/ (É), /¤/ (Ù, ’É)

/™/ (E)

/x, X, A:, [:/ (a{a})

/ii/ (i{i})

/AR/ (åi)

/a™/ (aÉ)

/™¤/ (e{e})

/ø:, r:, Ø, ]/ (O{O}) 
/å/ (,)

/¨/ (%{%}, ±¯]) {+(T)}, /u/ (%)

/0Èı, 0®/ (0P])

/uu/ (%{%})

/ø¨/ (o{o})

/ø™/ (OI)
/aø/ (√%)

/™</ (“ /È:≤/ >er˚ ear≥} (ER)
/¤</ (“ /È:≤/ >ir˚ yr≥} (ÙR, ’ÉR)

/¤È≤/ (iÛR), /¤˘</ (iR)

/™È≤/ (eÙR), /™˘</ (eR) /r:≤/ (oPR), /r:</ (oR)

/ø:≤/ (OÖR), /ø:</ (OR)

/A:≤/ (aåR), /A:<, π</ (aR)

/˘:</ (“ /È:≤/ >ur˚ or≥} (,R)

/È≤, È</ (xR)

/¨È≤/ (%TR), /¨˘</ (%R)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)



Another very typical Celtic realization is the absence of ‘lateral or nasal explo-
sion': ('7ÙöP7, -t∆7) /'l¤ù®/ little, ('k5Ot∆n, -tÉn) /'kØtó/ cotton.

One further typical (but, of course, not exclusive) feature of Scottish English
is the realization /t/ (≠ö) in /été, t0, t®, 0t+, ét+/ (although (ö0) is commonly ac-
cepted, by now, in neutral pronunciation, as well, provided speech is not slow or
deliberate): ('sÙöÉ) /'s¤ùi/ city, ('skOö7∆nfl) /'skØtlÈnd/ Scotland, ('dEnöP7) /'d™nù®/ den-
tal, ('wOnö) /'w]nt/ want, ('faö) /'fxt/ fat.

Especially between vowels, we can often find /ù/ (4), often sociophonically used
as ‘˝' to avoid (ö): ('sÙ4É), ('bE4∆R, -ö-, ±-t∆q) /'b™ùÈ≤/ better.

173.6. For /p, k/, in the same contexts, we have (p, k) ≠(∫, Ü) ≠≠(öp, ök): ('stOp, -∫,
≠≠-öp) /'stØp/ stop, ('ROk, ≠-Ü, ≠≠-ök) /'<Øk/ rock. In certain urban, mostly uneducated
accents, we can find /†/ (˛, h): ('˛Ri;i, 'hR-) /'†<ii/ three, ('n◊˛É˙, -h-) /'nå†¤˙/ nothing.
For /tˆ, dˆ, nˆ/ we have (c, G) ±(tj, dj) (nj): ('G%;%, ±dj-) /'dˆuu/ dew.

As /h/ shows no tendency to be dropped in lexemes, we commonly find /ã/ (W,
hw), except in uneducated or, on the contrary, in refined accents (both with not
rare oscillations): ('WEn, 'hw-) /'ã™n/ when.

In addition, in typical Scottish words and proper names, the phoneme /π/ (π)
is used for the spelling >ch≥ (extended to classical and other foreign words and
names), though it tends to become /k/, both in uneducated and refined accents:
('7Oπ) /'lØk, ±-π/ loch, ('t5◊7∆π) /'tålÈk, ±-π/ Tulloch, ('t5EπnÉkP7) /'t™kn˘k®/ technical, ('i-
pOπ, 'E-, -∆π) /'iipØk, '™-, -Èk/ epoch, ('baπ) /'bA:k, ±-π/ Bach, (∆'RaπnÉ) /È'<xkni/ Arachne.

<e plural of house can keep the /s/ of the singular, thus eliminating a strange
and useless di‡erence: ('h√%sÙΩ, ±-z-) /'haøz˘z/ houses.

173.7. Coming to /<, ≤/, the Scottish accents are well-known for their realiza-
tion as (R) ±(<é, é<é, q0, q+): ('ReÙR, ±'<eÙq) /'<™È≤/ rare, ('Rid∆RΩ, ±<id∆qΩ) /'<iidÈ≤z/ read-
ers, ('sORÉ, ±-<É) /'s]<i/ sorry, ('p5aRöÉ, ±-q-) /'pA:≤ùi/ party, ('faåR, ±-q) /'fA:≤/ far. Both in
uneducated and refined accents, however, more and more often, we find /≤/ (`):
('Re∆, ±'<e∆÷ 'Rid∆Ω, ±<-÷ ú±û'p5a∆öÉ÷ ú±û'fa∆).

As to /l, ı/, we generally have (although with regional and personal peculiari-
ties, as we will see in the next chapters) (7é7): ('7Ù7) (in broad urban speech (-Ù®)}
/'l¤ı/ lill, ('haÉ7É, 'håi-) /'ha™li/ highly, ('niR7É) /'n¤È≤li/ nearly.

173.8. <e typical Scottish intonation patterns are shown in the tonograms of
˙ 173. Verbs in -ate and -ize are often stressed on their last syllable: (m∆&nÙpj∆'7et)
/mÈ'n¤pj˘l™¤t/ manipulate, (&hÙpn∆'t5a;ÉΩ) /'h¤pnÈta™z/ hypnotize. A Celtic charac-
teristic makes a final consonant begin the syllable with an initial vowel of the fol-
lowing word: (∆'7aåR 'GOdÉ∆ns, -i∆ns) /È'lA:≤G 'ø:diÈns/ a large audience, ('t5e 'kOf)
/'t™¤k ']f/ take off, ('p5ee 'zå%ö) /'p™¤z 'aøt/ pays out, ('fÙRs t∆'vO7, ö∆-) /'fÈ:≤st Èv'ø:ı/ first
of all, (∆'n√%∆ R∆'goo) /Èn'aøÈ< È'gø¨/ an hour ago, ('fa;É 'vji;ÛR 'zo7fl) /'fa™v 'j¤È≤z 'ø¨ıd/
five years old, ('sÙk 'swÙmÉ 'n√% t∆'vj%nÉfORm, ö∆-, 4∆-) /'s¤ks 'w¤m˘n aøtÈv'juun˘fø:≤m/
six women out of uniform. <us, in the typical accents, (∆'nem) may mean either
/È'n™¤m/ a name or /Èn'™¤m/ an aim.

In Scottish English, the reduced forms of grammemes are less frequently used
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than in neutral English, and with less peripheral vocoids. Besides, they can be
more numerous (\ on (∆n, ó), got (g∆ö), I (◊, ∆)) and more varied (to (t%, t∆, tÉ),
you (ji, jÉ, j∆, j%), you'll (j%7), for (fOR, f∆R, fÉR)).

In the broad accent, between /≤/ and a following /m, n÷ l, ı/, an (É) is inserted:
('aRÉnt) /'A:≤nt/ aren't. Scottish people typically hesitate with >(É)≥, not >(‘, å)≥.
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175.1. We, now, draw particular attention to some sociophonic characteristic
peculiarities, with a number of di‡erent realizations, already seen. <ey are grouped
in a way that allows to consider them from another point of view. Some of them
might seem very strange, indeed, from an international or neutral point of view.

175. Sociophonic comparisons
for Scotland
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

˙ 175.  Scotland: sociophonic comparisons. To identify them more easily, the better variants
are also indicated with (±) inside their markers; the worse ones, with (≠).

/¤/ 
 ±(¤) 
  (Ù) 
   ≠(É) 
    ≠≠(È) 
     {≠≠≠(x)}

/È≤/ 
 ±±±(È) 
  ±±(È‰) 
   ±(ÉR) 
    (xR) 
     ≠(√R) 
      ≠≠(∏)

/π/ 
 ±±(Ä) 
  ±(Å) 
   (a) 
    ≠(A) 
     ≠≠(å)

/FR/ {– /a™/ (a;É)} 
 ±±(aÙ) 
  ±(AI) 
   (åi) 
    ≠(‘i) 
     ≠≠(Ä¤) 
      {≠≠≠(Éi)} 
 

/aø/ 
 ±±(aÖ) 
  ±(√¯) 
   (√%) 
    ≠(x%, Ä¯) 
     ≠≠(‘%, „%) 
      ≠≠≠(É%) 
       {≠≠≠≠(%, &[%])}

/uu, ¨/ 
 ±±(¯u) 
  ±(¯{¯}) 
   (%{%}) 
    ≠(&{%}) 
     {≠≠(Ù)}

≠

±

±

≠

±

≠

±

≠

±
±

≠

≠

±

≠

≠
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180. A brief introduction 
to the Irish accents (“ maps)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

˙ 180.1.  Ireland: six accent areas. Four principal ones, in white, and two secondary ones, in
grey (¬ ˙ 180.2).

mixed

Eastern Eire

Western Eire

Northern      Ireland

Southern Eire

zone
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U¬ß†™® 
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Dublin

Derry
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Sligo

Galway

Ulster-Scots
English

(Leinster)

(Ulster)

(Munster)

(Connaught)
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180.1. As the map in ˙ 180.1 shows, Ireland has four principal English accents,
which do not exactly coincide with a division into North˚ East˚ South˚ and West (as
shown in the map of ˙ 180.2, with boundary-lines of three di‡erent degrees of
thickness). <ese four areas are useful to present some given peculiarities (with
some integrations).

Two of these four accents belong to Southern Ireland (or Eire proper – /'™˘<È/,
/'™¤<È÷ 'a™<È÷ -i/); the other two belong to Northern Ireland (or Ulster /'å§stÈ≤/).

<e East, or Eastern Eire (or Leinster /'l™nstÈ≤/ or Eastern Ireland] includes
Dublin /'dåbl¤n/. <e South, or Southern Eire (or Munster /'månstÈ≤/, or –but
more ambiguously– ‘Southern Ireland'] includes Cork /'kø:≤k/. <e West, or West-
ern Eire (or Connaught /'kØnø:t/, or Western Ireland] includes Sligo /'sla™gø¨/ “ Gal-
way /'gø:ıw™¤/. <e South and West share various features.

180.2. <e North, or Northern Ireland proper (or Ulster) includes Belfast /b™§-
'fXst/ and Derry /'d™<i/ (or Londonderry /'låndÈnd™<i, -d<i/), and also Donegal /dØn˘-
'gø:§, då-/ westwards and parts of Fermanagh /fÈ≤'mxnÈ/ and Monaghan /'mØnÈhÈn/
southwards. <us, these last three counties politically belong to Eire, but linguis-
tically are part of Northern Ireland. For historical reasons, very often languages do
not exactly follow administrative boundaries.

<ere are three smaller areas in Ulster, where an Ulster-Scots English accent is to
be found (¬ ˙ 180.1), above Derry and Belfast (and southeast of the latter, as well).
Of course, in spite of this geographical division in three, they form one linguistic area.

In our map of ˙ 180.1, a ‘mixed zone' is present between the northern, eastern,
and western areas. Arguably, in this zone, we do find mixed elements of the other
more specific accents (combined in di‡erent ways, according to speakers and words)
and some peculiar features, as well.
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˙ 180.2.  Ireland: Simple division into four ares: North, East, South, West.
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<e number of speakers in the whole Island of Ireland is almost 6,000,000.
Apart from about 2% composite speakers in the mixed zone, we have: Eire 65%,
Ulster 33%. More precisely: Eastern Eire 40%, Southern Eire 17%, Western Eire
8%, Ulster proper 30%, Ulster-Scots 3%.

180.3. But, of course, as in the other Celtic countries in the British Isles, En-
glish is not a real mother tongue (although, by now, very many Irish people do not
speak Gaelic at all, especially in eastern Eire and Northern Ireland). <us, the Irish
are a kind of second-language users of English. <is causes many oscillations, be-
tween di‡erent kinds of realizations for many phonemes, for the same speakers
and words, as well.

As a matter of fact, something like that (although, this time, entirely within the
Germanic family) does happen even with English, American, Australian and New-
-Zealand people, who actually show more or less frequent oscillations between
some kinds of neutral, mediatic, and broad accents, when they are not coherently
systematic in their pronunciation of English.
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181.1. Of course, we start from Dublin, in eastern Eire. <is is the most influ-
ential accent in Ireland, although Northern Ireland is a di‡erent accent area (most-
ly with historical influence from Scotland). Obviously, the Dublin accent inevi-
tably a‡ects even the more Gaelic and conservative accents, in western and south-
ern Eire.

˙ 181.1 shows the typical accent of Dublin and of the eastern area in the maps
of ˙ 180.1-2. In ˙ 181.4-5, we will see its broader and lighter variants.

181. Eastern Eire (“ Dublin)
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

˙ 181.1.  Eastern Eire (Dublin): vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.

/¤È≤/ (IQ), /¤˘<, ¤</ (I<)

/È≤/ (Q), /È</ (È<)

/™È≤/ (™Q), /™˘<, ™</ (™<)

/A:≤/ (å:q), /A:</ (å:<)

/̈ È≤/ (UQ), /̈ ˘<, ¨</ (U<)

/ø:≤, r:≤/ (øÖq), /r:</ (øÖ<)
/Ø<, ]</ (ñ<)

/È:≤/ (‘:q), /È:<, ˘:</ (‘:<)

/i/ (i)
/¤/ (¤)

/™/ (™)

/x, [:/ (å), /X, A:/ (å:)

/u/ (¯)

/È, ˘/ (È, ∆|)

/å/ (Ö)
/ø:, r:/ (O:)
/Ø, ]/ (ñ)

/̈ / (¨)

/ii/ (Ii, iIı)

/™¤/ (™I, ™¤ı)

/aø/ (ÄU)

/uu/ (¯u)

/ø¨/ (ÖU, øUı)
/ø™/ (ø¤, øÙı)
/a™/ (√I, √¤ı)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)/./ (2 ' 2 3) /?/ (2 ' 1 2)/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)
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Most peculiar are the realizations of /x, [:/ (å), /A:, X/ (å:), which are di‡erenti-
ated just by length: ('mån:) /'mxn/ man, ('håQ) /'hxt/ hat, ('lå;st) /'lXst/ last, ('få;DQ)
/'fA:∑È≤/ father, ('khå:q) /'kA:≤/ car. <e second most peculiar phoneme is /å/ (Ö) (which,
in the broadest accent, can gradually merge with /̈ /, as we will see soon): ('hÖQ)
/'håt/ hut.

In Dublin, and in most urban eastern accents (directly influenced by the capi-
tal), we find the merger /ø:, r:/ (øÖ) (while in rural eastern and in western accents
they are still distinct, again, as we will see): ('wø;Öq) both for /'wø:≤/ war and /'wr:≤/
wore, ('støÖ<i) /'str:<i/ story, ('løÖ<∆) /'lø:<È/ Laura; but ('sñ<i) /'s]<i/ sorry, ('hñ<Q)
/'hØ<È≤/ horror.

<ere are possible oscillations between (O:) “ (ñ) (and variants) for /]/, as there
are between (å) “ (å:) (and variants, again) for /x, X, [:/. In the East (except for
Dublin), /Xf, X†, Xs/ are generally short.

181.2. As can be seen from the examples just given, we have /≤/ (q); the other /é:≤/
sequences are: /A:≤/ (å:q), /È:≤/ (‘:q); let us add: /A:</ (å:<), /È:<, ˘:</ (‘:<), as the follow-
ing examples show: ('stå;<i) /'stA:<i/ starry, ('f‘;<i) /'fÈ:<i/ furry, ('h‘;<i) /'h˘:<i/ hurry˘

For the /éÈ≤/ sequences, we have: /¤È≤/ (IQ), /™È≤/ (™Q), /̈ È≤/ (UQ) (and /È≤/ (Q)):
('hI;Q) /'h¤È≤/ here, ('D™;Q) /'∑™È≤/ there, ('phU;Q) /'pø:≤/ poor, ('mÖDQ) /'må∑È≤/ mother̆

<e diphthongs are as follows: /ii, ™¤, a™, ø™, aø, ø¨, uu/ (Ii, iIı÷ ™I, ™¤ı÷ √I, √¤ı÷
ø¤, øÙı÷ ÄUúıû÷ ÖU, øUı÷ ¯uúıû): ('bI;i) /'bii/ bee, ('fi;¤ı) /'fii§/ feel, ('h™;I) /'h™¤/ hay,
('s™;¤ı) /'s™¤§/ sale, ('fl√;I) /'fla™/ fly, ('f√;¤ı) /'fa™§/ file, ('bø;¤) /'bø™/ boy, ('bø;Ùı) /'bø™§/
boil, ('fÄ;Uı) /'faø§/ fowl, ('gÖ;U) /'gø¨/ go, ('gø;Uı) /'gø¨§/ goal, ('ph¯;uı) /'puu§/ pool˘

181.3. ˙ 181.2 shows di‡erent degrees of broader and milder accents for most
phonemes. Let us start from /å/, which, instead of the typical and peculiar (Ö), can
be realized in many di‡erent ways, including the complete merger with /̈ /: (≠¨,
±º, ±±∆), as in ('hÖQ, ±±'h∆Q, ±'hºQ, ≠'h¨Q) /'håt/ hut (and (≠=, ˝√), in ˙ 181.4), ('f¨Q)
/'f¨t/ foot.

It is also interesting to notice that we can also have /Ø/ (≠¿, ≠≠å): ('hñQ, ≠'h¿Q,
≠≠'håQ) /'hØt/ hot; and /]/ (˝ø:), especially when followed by /†, f, s/: ('bñs, ≠'b¿s,
≠≠'bås, ˝'bø;s) /'b]s/ boss˘

181.4. <e second vocogram (of ˙ 181.2) illustrates the variants of sequences
of vowels plus /≤/. Apart from the peculiarly high timbres for the first elements of
/¤È≤, ¨È≤/ ≠(i-, u-) and the opposition between /r:≤/ (o-) and /ø:≤/ (O-), it is to be no-
ticed that, in addition to (q, Q), they can end with the very broad and uneducated
vocalization, represented with (-∆): (≠'phEp∆q, ≠≠-∆) /'p™pÈ≤/ pepper̆

<is is typical of the broadest (and working-class) Dublin accent, and can be
heard even in other urban accents, especially in eastern Eire.

181.5. <e third vocogram concentrates on the various further possible real-
izations of /A:≤/ ≠(Äåq, A∆) ≠≠(Ä:q, Ä∆) ±±(A:q) and /È:≤/ ±(‘:q) ≠(ê:q, ‘∆) ≠≠(ê∆, Ö∆, Ö:q):
('få:q) ≠('fÄ;åq, 'fA;∆) ≠≠('fÄ:q, 'fÄ;∆) ±±('fA:q) /'fA:≤/ far, ±('f‘:q) ≠('fê:q, 'f‘;∆) ≠≠('fê;∆, 'fÖ;∆,
'fÖ:q) /'fÈ:≤/ fur.
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<e last four vocograms of ˙ 181.2 are most interesting for the variants of /ø™/
≠(ñ¤, oI), /a™/ (±aÙ, ≠∏I), /aø/ ±(åU, √U) ≠≠(É¯), and /ø¨/ (øU) ˝(+¯, È¨, ‘¨): ≠('bñ;¤,
'bo;I) /'bø™/ boy, (±'ha;Ù, ≠'h∏;I) /'ha™/ high, ±('hå;U, 'h√;U) ≠≠('hÉ;¯) /'haø/ how, ('lø;U)
˝('l+;¯, 'lÈ;¨, 'l‘;¨) /'lø¨/ low.

181.6. As for the consonants˚ the most important features, for the whole of Eire,
are: /†, ∑/ (Túhû, D) (which regularly occur in the West, or in lighter accents else-
where), ≠(túhû, d) (regularly in the East and South, except in lighter accents), ±(‡,
ƒ) (especially in urban lighter accents), ±±(†, ∑) (especially as a conscious e‡ort
to avoid the typical Eire phones, or in the mixed zone): ('Th¤˙k, ≠'th-, ±'‡-, ±±'†-)
/'†¤˙k/ think, (wÈ'D¤n:, ≠-'d-, ±-'ƒ-, ±±-'∑-) /w¤∑'¤n/ within. We can find such cases as:
('b<IiDÈZ, 'b<ii-, ±±-fl) /'b<ii∑d/ breathed (disyllabic just as ('sIiZÈZ, 'sii-, ±±-dÈfl) /'siid˘d/

˙ 181.2.  Eastern Eire (Dublin): variants for vowels, diphthongs “ intonation.

/¤È≤/  (≠iQ,
 ≠≠i∆, ≠≠≠I√)

/ii/ 
(≠≠iI, ≠≠≠Ii¤)

/È≤/ (≠∆q, ≠≠∆)
/™È≤/ ≠(™Ùq)
 ≠≠(e∆, ™∆)

 ≠≠≠(™√, É‘q)
 ≠≠≠≠(‘‘q)

/̈ È≤/ (≠uQ, 
≠≠u∆, ≠≠≠U√)

/ø:≤/ 
(+O∏q, ≠O∆, 
≠≠¿:q, ≠≠≠¿:)

/r:≤/ (+o:q, ≠o∆)

/?/ ≠(2 Ì 2 2)/./ ≠(2 ç 3 3)

/A:≤/ 
 ≠(Äåq, A∆)
 ≠≠(Ä:q, Ä∆)
 ≠≠≠(aå, å√)
±(aåq, å√q)

±±(A:q)

/È:≤/ ±(‘:q) 
≠(‘∆, ê∆, ê:q) 
≠≠(É:q, É∆) 
≠≠≠(Ö:q, Ö∆)

/uu/ ≠(%¯, %%)
≠≠(uU) ≠≠≠(¯u¨)

/a™/ 
(±aÙ, +¿¤, 
≠A¤Ê, ≠≠ºI, ≠≠≠∏I)

/aø/
±(åU, √U)
≠≠(É¯, Äû)
≠≠≠(å¢, Ö¯)

/ø¨/ (øU) 
≠(øP) ≠≠(∏P) 
≠≠≠(◊P) 
+(+¯, È¨, ‘¨)

/™¤/ 
≠(™Ù)

 ≠≠(ÉI)

/ø™/ 
≠(ñ¤, oI)
≠≠≠(åI)

/i+/ ≠(Ii)

/™/ ≠(E)
/x, X, [:/ ±(Ä)

/A:m/ §-alm@ ≠(Äå)

/å/ (±±∆, ±º, ≠¨)
/È≤/ (≠∆, ≠≠√)

/ø:, r:, ]/ (≠¿:, ≠≠å:), /]†-f-s/ (≠≠≠ø:)
/Ø/ (≠¿, ≠≠å)



seeded]˚ ('b<™T) /'b<™d†, 'b<™†/ breadth/breath, ('w¤;∂) /'w¤d†, 'w¤∑/ width/with, ('™IT,
'eÙT) /'™¤t†/ eighth˚ like eight (both rhyming with faith]˘

181.7. <e other, even more peculiar, consonantal feature, typical of the whole
of Eire, is: /t, d/ (Q, Z) (alveolar slit constrictives) in weak positions, \ between vow-
els or in final position (followed by a pause or a vowel; not in an initial stressed
syllable or in contact with a consonant): ('b¤Q) /'b¤t/ bit, ('b™QQ) /'b™ùÈ≤/ better,
('ph¨QÈQ) /'p¨ù¤t/ put it, ('b¤;Z) /'b¤d/ bid, ('lIiZQ, 'lii-) /'liidÈ≤/ leader, ('lIiZÈQ) /'liid¤t/
lead it (“ seeded, just seen above).

<us, there is no complete coincidence between /t/ (Q) and /ù/. In fact, the se-
quences /nù, ≤ù, §ù/ are not included among the contexts which use (Q), being /0ù/.

181.8. <e quite strange fact, from an international (or neutral American or
British) point of view, is that these extremely peculiar realizations are not at all stig-
matized, in Eire. On the contrary, they can be exhibited on purpose, as a clear sign
of proud Irishness… But, of course, we regularly have: ('thåTs) /'txts/ tats, ('th<åkt)
/'t<xkt/ tract, ('då;DΩ) /'dxdz/ dads.

However, to mitigate the strong impact of (Q), there are three variants for /ù/, at
di‡erent levels of accents. In fact, to start with, we can have both /ù/ (±4) and /ù/
(≠ö): (±'b™4Q, ≠'b™öQ) /'b™ùÈ≤/ better, (±'ph¨4ÈQ, ≠'ph¨öÈö) /'p¨ù¤t/ put it, (±'thw™n4i, ≠-nöi)
/'tw™nùi/ twenty, (±'phå;q4i, ≠'phå;qöi) /'pA:≤ùi/ party, (±'wO;ı4Q, ≠-ıöQ, ≠-l-, ≠'w¿;-) /'wø:§-
ùÈ≤/ Walter. Also (™IQ'I;in, -4'-, -'th-, eÙ-, -i;in) /™¤'tiin/ eighteen can be heard. 

181.9. In addition, at least for some common words or phrases, we can also find,
in the broadest accent: /t/ ï (≠≠h), between vowels and even in final position\ ('såQQ-
&Zi, 'såhQ-) /'sxùÈ≤di, -™¤/ Saturday, ('nñQ ÈQ'O:ı, 'nñh, ≠-l) /'nØù Èù'ø:§/ not at all˘ As a
matter of fact, this is a well-known Gaelic peculiarity, with names such as: ('fåú;ûhi)
/'f™¤, 'f[:úhûi/ Fahy, (o'flåhQti) /È'flXúhûÈ≤ùi, ø¨-/ O'‰aherty, (mÈ'g<åh) /mÈ'g<[:†, -h/
McGrath˘

Besides, the typical accents also show /t, d/ ï ≠(T, D), in /t<, d<÷ tÈ≤, dÈ≤/: ('Th<åkTQ)
/'t<xktÈ≤/ tractor, ('D<¤˙k) /'d<¤˙k/ drink, ('låDQ) /'lxdÈ≤/ ladder̆  Actually, in a broad
Dublin accent (and in rural western accents, as well), we can find (Túhû, D), both for
/†, ∑/ and /T, D/; or (túhû, d) for both pairs, in rural (and even urban) southern accents.

Especially, in a broad Dublin accent, we can also have stopstrictive realizations
in final positions (or, for /t/, even in an initial stressed position): ('stñp, -ã) /'stØp/
stop, ('thñQ, '.úhûñ.) /'tØt/ tot, ('<åk, -ê) /'<xk/ rack.

Normally, in Eire, we have /tˆ, dˆ/ = /c, G/ (c, G) (in broader accents ≠(c, g),
more or less with no lip protrusion – for /S, Z/ (S, Z) ≠(S, ò), as well): ('chU;uÊ,
'chu;uÊ) /'tˆuub/ tube, ('GUuk, 'guuk) /'dˆuuk/ duke. For /nˆ/, we have three possi-
bilities, (~, ≠n, ±nj): ('~U;u, ≠'n-, ±'nj-) /'nˆuu/ new. <e various vocograms show sev-
eral other di‡erent realizations for /uu/.

181.10. In rural accents, we can often hear palatal stops, (©, á), for /k, g/ before
low unrounded vowel phonemes, or in final position, after front vowel phonemes:
('©håQ) /'kxt/ cat, ('©hå:q) /'kA:≤/ car, ('wii©) /'wiik/ weak, ('flå;ˆ) /'flxg/ flag. In part
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of the mixed zone (¬ ˙ 180.1), and to some extent in some of the bordering areas
around it, also called the Midlands (¬ ˙ 181.3), we can still hear (©, á) (or the cor-
responding stopstrictives, (k, ›)) both for /kj, gj/ and /tˆ, dˆ/, so that we can have
such homophones as ('©h%;%Ê, 'kh-) /'kjuub, 'tˆuub/ cube/tube (either in stressed or
unstressed syllables, and with very fronted realizations of /uu/).

In rural accents, especially in the South and West, we can still have /v/ (B), /f/
(F) (bilabial constrictives): ('Bån:) /'vxn/ van, ('lÖ;ñ) /'låv/ love, ('Fju;u) /'fjuu/ few, ('liiF)
/'liif/ leaf.

Again, in rural accents (especially in the West), we can find /s0, z0/ (S0, ò0) (al-
so with (≥, Í)): ('Stå:<) /'stA:≤/ star, ('w™St) /'w™st/ west, ('b¤S©ÈQ) /'b¤sk˘t/ biscuit, ('©håS-
Í) /'kXs°/ castle, ('l¤Só) /'l¤só/ listen, ('w¤òdÈm) /'w¤zdÈm/ wisdom, ('phÖòÍ) /'påz°/ puz-
zle. And, still in rural accents, we can also have /≤s/ (<ß, ⁄ß), /≤z/ (<z, ⁄z) (¬ § 181.11), as
in: ('fo;<ß, -⁄ß) /'fr:≤s/ force, ('l¤k≥Ω, -ÁΩ) /'l¤kÈ≤z/ liquors. In rural accents of the South,
we typically find: /<, ≤/ (R).

181.11. In Eire, we have /ã/ (W, ±w, ≠Ww): ('W¤c, ±'w-, ≠'Ww-) /'ã¤c/ which (¬
('w¤c) /'w¤c/ witch); and /hj/ (â, ±hj), including (≠j), for such words as ('âuumQ, ±'hj-,
≠'j-) /'hjuumÈ≤/ humor̆  Besides, we have /l/ (l), /§/ (7, ≠l, ±ı): ('l¤7:, ≠-l:, ±-ı:) /'l¤§/ lill˘

In addition, we find /</ (<), /≤/ (<) (prevelar laterally contracted approximant,
slightly rounded: the most typical one), (±q) (prevelar laterally contracted semi-
-approximant, slightly rounded: most typical in Dublin), (≠⁄) (prevelar laterally
contracted semi-approximant, slightly rounded and uvularized: most typical in ru-
ral accents), (≠≠∆, ≠≠≠√) (full vocalization: most typical of a broad Dublin accent):
('<™;≥, ±-Q, ≠-Á, ≠≠-∆, ≠≠≠-√) /'<™È≤/ rare. More rarely, in Dublin, we can also have /≤/ (¸)
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/≤/ (‰)

˙ 181.3.  Two particular areas. <e grey one indicates where it is possible to find /≤/ (‰); in the
white dotted one, palatal taxophones can be typical for /k, g/ (©, á) and /kj, gj÷ tˆ, dˆ/ (©/k, á/›).



(alveolar approximant, as a kind of compromise between rhotic and non-rhotic ac-
cents): (˝'<™:¸) /'<™È≤/ rare.

In a small area (shown in grey in the map of ̇  181.3), we can still happen to hear
a pharyngealized uvular approximant for /≤/ (‰) (which seems to have been more
widespread, in the past, both in the whole East and in the mixed zone): ('<™:‰) /'<™È≤/
rare.

181.12. Let us add some general observations to complete our treatment. Many
Irish people still say, for instance, ('the;Ù, 'se;Ù, 'eÙQ) for /'tii, 'sii, 'iit/ tea˚ sea˚ eat˘
However, we do not consider this fact as something belonging to the pronuncia-
tion of English, but as the use of dialectal words in English contexts. In fact, many
other speakers just say ('thI;i, 'sI;i, 'IiQ), and carefully avoid using the other forms.

We do the same with the non-literal use of old˚ pronounced as (ÄUl) (and all the
other variants), for instance in such a phrase as the owl' fella (Di&ÄUl'f™l∆): thus owld.

On the contrary, we prefer to consider the following peculiarities as belonging
to the pronunciation of Irish English: many˚ any˚ any- with /x/ (å) instead of nor-
mal /™/ (™): (≠'ånÈ&weÙ) /'™niw™¤, -˘-/ anyway. <e same for either˚ neither with /™¤/
(eÙ) instead of normal /a™, ii/: (≠'eÙD≥ 'we;Ù) /'a™∑È≤ 'w™¤, 'ii-/ either way.

181.13. As we may have already seen from some examples, we have /˘/ = /È/,
and /È/ (È, ∆|): ('<oPzÈΩ) /'<ø¨z˘z/ roses, ('soPf∆) /'sø¨fÈ/ sofa, (thÈ'go;P) /tÈ'gø¨/ to go
(not (th='g-)).

Besides, we find /é˘</ ï /é</: ('h¤<Èn) /'h¤˘<¤˙/ hearing, ('ph√I<ÈQ) /'pa™˘<˘t/ pi-
rate˘ Also /ééÈ≤/ ï /éé≤/: ('phle;Ù<) /'pl™¤È≤/ player˚ Æ. Even before laterals and
nasals, at least in a broad accent, we can have /é˘/ ï /é/: ('vÄ;Ul) /'vaøÈ§/ vowel,
('l√;In) /'la™Èn/ lion. We can even hear ('khw√IQ) /'kwa™Èt/ quiet, pronounced like
('khw√IQ) /'kwa™t/ quite˘

On the other hand, we can typically have (0ù) ï (0Èù) (or (0%)), between a
consonant and a sonant: ('å;<Èm) /'A:≤m/ arm, ('f¤lÈm) /'f¤§m/ film, ('wo;<Èn) /'wr:≤n/
worn; also ('dÖbÈlÈn) /'dåbl¤n/ Dublin˘ But we have oscillations, and other solu-
tions, as well; consider, for instance: ('mñdQn, -dÈ<ó, -d<Èn, -DÈ<ó, -D<Èn) /'mØdÈ≤n/
modern˘

In initial unstressed position, vowels tend to avoid using /È/: (o'f¤SÍ) /È'f¤S°/ o‚-
cial, (åk's™pt) /Èk's™pt/ accept, (™'f™kt, ¤-) /˘'f™kt/ e‡ect˘

In rural accents, we often have /i+/ ï /È/: ('lÖk∆) /'låki/ lucky; in rural and popu-
lar accents, /’ø¨+/ ï /È/: ('w¤nd∆) /'w¤ndø¨/ window, while verbs have /’ø¨+/ ï /i/:
('fñli) /'fØlø¨/ follow˚ ('fñliÈn) /'fØlø¨¤˙/ following.

181.14. As for reduced forms, while Saint [St] has none, (seÙnt) /s™¤nt, sÈnt/,
other words do have reduced forms, contrary to common (especially British) us-
age: (Èn, ó) /Øn/ on, (Èn, ó) /¤n/ in, (Èt, ÈQ) /¤t/ it, (Èm, õ) /¤m/ him, (å, È) /a™/ I,
(mi, mÈ) /ma™/ my, (bi, bÈ) /ba™/ by, (jÈ) /juu, jÈ/ you, (j≥) /j¨È≤, jø:≤, jÈ≤/ your/you're,
(w≥) /w¤È≤/ we're, (W≥) /ã™È≤/ where, (WÈn) /ã™n/ when, (WÈt, -Q) /ãØt/ what˘ <e
common greeting How are you? is generally ('hÄ∆qj∆), instead of /haø'A:≤jÈ, -juu/.

In broad and typical accents, verbs in -ate˚ -y˚ -ize have their stress on the last
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syllable: (&åktÈ'veÙQ) /'xkt˘v™¤t/ activate, (&såQÈs'f√;I) /'sxù˘sfa™/ satisfy, (&O;<gÈ'n√;IΩ)
/'ø:≤gÈna™z/ organize; also: (&¤ntÈ'<™stÈfl) /'¤nt˘<˘st˘d/ interested, (&¤ntÈ'<™stÈn)
/'¤nt˘<˘st¤˙/ interesting, (sÖb'siikwÈntli) /'såbs˘kwÈntli/ subsequently˘

<e intonation patterns are shown, with variants, in ˙ 181.1-2. For southern
and western Eire, see Ã 182.

181.15. <e broadest Dublin accent (as shown in ˙ 181.4) has /≤/ (È, ∆|, ≠√|)
(which recalls what happens in New York City): (≠'hÄ;p∆, -√) /'hA:≤pÈ≤/ harper, and
/È:≤/ (É:, ≠Ö:) (with the latter variant most often occurring after /m, p, b÷ f, v÷ w/,
or for the spelling >u≥): ('stÉ:) /'stÈ:≤/ stir, ('wÖ:fl) /'wÈ:≤d/ word, ('nÖ;s) /'nÈ:≤s/ nurse.
Equally peculiar are the diphthongs, as ˙ 181.4 clearly shows: (≠'bi;In, ≠≠'biÛ¤n)
/'biin/ bean, (≠'dÉ;I) /'d™¤/ day, (≠≠'th∏;Im) /'ta™m/ time, (≠'bå;I) /'bø™/ boy, (≠'thÉ;¯n)
/'taøn/ town, (≠'g◊;P) /'gø¨/ go, (≠'su;Un, ≠≠'s¯u¨n, ≠≠≠'s1;̄ n) /'suun/ soon. As for the con-
sonants, ¬ § 181.6-13.

181.16. <ere is also a kind of refined, partially newer, Dublin accent (as shown
in ˙ 181.5), which derives from reactions both to the broadest local accent and to
the so-called ‘Dublin 4' accent. <e latter was typical of one of the most a·uent
areas of Dublin (whose postal address is Dublin 4), where the national broadcast-
ing company –rte– and University College Dublin are located. <at accent, dur-
ing the 1980's, aimed at avoiding features from the broad Dublin accent, moving
away from them, even though the result was strongly disliked and ridiculed by
most people.

<e most typical new features, only partially connected with Dublin 4 ones,
are shown in ˙ 181.5. In addition, we often have /'t, 'd÷ t+, d+/ («, D), /ù/ (4), /t+,
t0/ (ö) (while /t, d/ (Q, Z) are avoided). <en, /≤/ (≥) (with partially di‡erent rhyth-
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˙ 181.4.  Broad Dublin accent: typical taxophones.

/™¤/ (≠ÉI)
/aø/ (≠É¯)

/x, [:/ (Ä)
/A:, X/ (≠Ä:)

/ø:, r:/ (≠¿:)
/Ø, ]/ (≠¿)

/ø™/ (≠åI)
/a™/ (≠≠∏I)

/ø¨/ (≠◊P)

/ii/ 
(≠iI, ≠≠iÛ¤)

/¨, ≠å/ (¨)/È:/ (É:, ≠Ö:) 

{often (≠Ö:) +
 /m-p-b-f-v-w/

 “ for >u≥}
/È, ˘/ 
(È, ∆|, ≠√|)

 /uu/ (≠uU, 
≠≠¯u¨, ≠≠≠1¯)

˙ 181.5.  Refined Dublin accent: typical taxophones.

/a™/ (¿¤)

/aø/
 (≠Äû)

/ø¨/ (+È¨)
/ø™/ (+oI)

/uu/ (+%¯)

/È:≤, ˘:</ 
(‘‘≥)

/™È≤, ™˘</
 (≠É‘≥)

/¤/ (≠I)

/X/ (Äå)

/å/ (≠=, +√)

/ø:ú≤û, r:≤, 
+]f-†-s/ (øÖ)

/A:, A:≤/ 
(aåú≥û, +A√ú≥û)



mic results, due to ('éé≥), instead of ('é;éq)): ('khaå≥) /'kA:≤/ car, ('fløÖ≥) /'flr:≤/ floor,
('fI;≥) /'f¤È≤/ fear, ('f¿¤≥) /'fa™È≤/ fire˘ Finally, we have /§/ (ı, ≠7): ('w™ı:) /'w™§/ well
(with (7) felt to be ‘insu‚cient').

181.17. A typically recognized Irish kind of voice, frequently, uses both whis-
pery voice >ÖÖ≥ and falsetto >ï≥.
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185.1. Here we group the di‡erent sociophonic variants, in order to draw spe-
cial attention to them: ˙ 185.1-2 group the most significant sociophonic facts, in
separate vocograms, to make them clearer (except the fourth vocogram – not every
speaker uses /Ø/).

Let us observe that a downward arrow head (inside a marker, or, in certain nec-
essary cases, just outside of it) indicates the broadest variant (often almost over the
limit of actual ‘language', as for /¤/ (≠≠≠≠∆)); while, an upward arrow head suggests
the best variants, at times even better than the typical normalized one, chosen as
the most representative for the accent.

We first show the monophthongs (˙ 185.1), then the diphthongs (˙ 185.2).

185. Sociophonic comparisons
for Ulster English
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

˙ 185.1.  Ulster English: sociophonic comparisons for some monophthongs.

/¤/ 
±(¤) 
 (Ù) 

 ≠(É) 

 ≠≠(¢) 

 ≠≠≠(È) 

 {≠≠≠≠(∆)}

±

≠

≠

/™/ (™)
≠(™É)

≠≠(EÄ)

/å/
±(√)
(◊)
≠(∆, ∏)
≠≠(∏)

≠ ±

/Øp-t-k-c+/
          (O, ≠¿, ±ñ)

/ø:/ (±OO,
 OO, ≠OÖ)ºº

ı ı

/x, X, A:, [:/
(Å, x) + /k-g-˙+/, (≠xÄ) /k-g/ + /k-g-˙+/
(aúåû, ≠Aú√û) + /p-t-c-S+/, (≠≠Å) /k-g/ + /p-t-c-S+/
(Aú√û, ≠¬ú∏û, ≠≠Oú∏û) + /m-mb-b+, n-nd-d+/

≠
±

≠

≠

±

±
≠
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185.2. A number of words, such as bull˚ put˚ push˚ full˚ wood˚ look˚ in the broad
accent, have /å/, instead of /̈ /.
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˙ 185.2.  Ulster English: sociophonic comparisons for the diphthongs.

/ii/
±(Ii)
(Ûi)

≠(¤i)
≠≠(Ùi)

±
≠

±

/™¤/ 

(eÙ)
(EÙ+)

≠(¤¢0)

≠

/uu/
±±(û¯)
±(1%)
(Ï»)
≠(1)

/aø/
(¿»)
≠(ñ%)
≠≠(^», ∆%)
≠≠≠(‘», ÄÏ+)

≠

≠

/ø¨/
±±±(Po)
±±(PU)
±(P¯)
≠(P)

±

±

/a™/  

(Å¤) 

(≠≠Éi, ±a¤) 

≠≠≠(™i0, ÄI+)

/FR/
(≠≠≠∆i)
/a™/
(≠≠≠AÙ)

≠

±

/ø™/
(O¤, ±ø¤, 
≠∏I, ≠≠åÙ)


